Combined Roller Bearings

Our standard Combined Roller bearing consists of a hub, a radial bearing and an axial roller.

See page 36 for information on how to select the correct size of bearing and mating steel channel.

Notes
4.053 and 4.054 bearings do not have grease holes.
All bearings are pre-greased.
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PROFILE REFERENCE: **EC053**

Weight: 5.2kg per metre

Moment of Area (Wx): 11.6cm³

Material: S355J0 (cold rolled)

Use with our:

4.053  Standard Combined Roller Bearing

Other suitable bearings:

MRS 900  Channel Ball Bearing
THICKNESS: 10mm

PLATE REFERENCE: PL00

WELD TO BEARING: 4.053

USE WITH

STEEL CHANNEL: EC053